
 

 

Instructions on how to use the Sermon Application Worksheet.* 

 

We can apply a Bible passage to three components: head, hands, and heart. In other words, a passage can 

address any or all three areas of conviction/doctrine, competence/skills, and character. These spheres represent 

3 different aspects of your life where you can obey the Lord and be conformed to the image of Jesus. 

 

The Head represents everything you think and believe.  This sphere involves thinking God’s thoughts after him 

and believing his truth.  It involves identifying lies you believe so you can replace them with the truth (Rom 

1:25, Jn 8:31-32, Heb 11:1). 

 

The Hands represent everything you do.  This sphere involves imitating the Lord and his ambassadors, learning 

new skills so you can be more effective at building God’s Kingdom, and laying aside your old patterns of 

selfish behavior (Lk 3:7-8, 10-14; Eph 4:20-32; James 2:14-17). 

 

The Heart represents who you are.  This sphere involves becoming a new person who desires the Lord above 

all and shows godly wisdom and selfless character (Is 29:13-14, Gal 6:15-16, Mk 12:32-34). 

 

We can also apply a Bible passage in two directions: inward and outward. In other words, we can change our 

own lives to be more like Christ (inward), and we can become influencers who help others learn how to change 

to be more like Christ (outward). Jesus said that the entirety of what God wants us to do boils down to two 

things: love God and love your neighbor (Mat 22:35-40).  

 

Use this worksheet to help reflect and apply what you learned in the Sunday sermon. Just write a few ideas in 

each box and see if you can fill all six. Here are some tips to help you do so: 

1. Don’t fall into the trap of too much self-centered living.  Push your application outward and consider 

how you can be more effective at influencing others to know Christ. 

2. Don’t fall into the trap of overly theological application (too much focus on your head).  God cares 

about what you think and believe, but he also cares about your character and obedience. 

3. Don’t fall into the trap of overly ethical application (too much focus on your hands).  God cares about 

what you do, but he also cares about your thinking and character. 

4. Don’t fall into the trap of overly pietistic application (too much focus on your heart).  God cares about 

who you are, but it should flow out to your thinking and obedience as well. 

Finally, here are some positive suggestions: 

1. Remember Jesus Christ, risen from the dead (2 Tim 2:8).  Your application will fall to pieces if it’s 

about you and your strength to produce change.  Only the resurrection power of Jesus, put within you by 

his Holy Spirit, can make any difference in your life. 

2. Get specific.  Your application will flutter about in the wind of life if you don’t nail down details.  Don’t 

settle for broad principles; make concrete action steps. 

 

*Taken from Knowableword.com  
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